
 MATHEMATICS 

Q. 1. Let’s play maths scrabble!!! 
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ACROSS DOWN 

1)     The smallest 3 digit no. (7)                                       2)    successor of 10                 (6)  

3)     Fifth day of the week.   ( 6 ) 4)    Twelfth month of the year (8) 

7)     The number system starts with _____(4)              5)    Eight month of the year  ( 6 ) 

10)   1
st

, 2
nd

, 3
rd

 -----are the example of ____( 14 ) 6)    Predecessor  of  5     ( 4 ) 

14)   Smallest 2 digit no is ________ (3) 8)    There are ______ days in a week.  (5 ) 

16)   Largest 2 digit no. is _______         (10) 9)    ‘+’  is the sign of _________      (8) 

17)   October is the _____month of the year       (5) 10)   5 is a example of ________(19) 

20)   Numbers that make pair are called ____Numbers (4) 11)   The ninth month of the year is _____( 8) 

21)   An even number just before 5 is _____(4) 12)    Place value of 8 in 908 is ________(5) 

22)   Place value of 4 in 947 is __________( 5) 13)    The first odd number (3) 

 15)    Number between 49 and 51_____  (5) 

 19)    place value of 0 is 408 is _______  (4) 

 18)    The first even no is _______(3) 

Q.2. NEWS ALERT !!! 
Convert the number given in the news article into their respective number name and rewrite the article with the 

number name on a A-4  sheet. 

                                                                             999 FEARED DEAD IN CHINA 

                                                                 Famine, Pestilence Pushing flood Toll Higher 

Hankow, Aug.23- relief was rushed to the flooded yangtse river valley today but with the knowledge that many more 

1000’s will die before any measures can prove effective for the homeless, starving and pestilence ridden millions. 

             Careful surveys reveal that at least 500 people are dying each day in the district which centres around Wuchang, 

Hanyang and Hakow. 900 thousand square miles of Huper and Hunan provinces are covered by water 5 to 20 feet 

deep.857 thousand people were homeless and destitute in those 647 provinces.  

Q.3. SNAKES AND LADDER GRID 

Draw a number grid from 1 to 100 on a A3 sheet. Color the even number box with yellow and odd number box with 

orange. Draw snakes from the following boxes:- 

� From the number between 30 and 32 to the box with number 10. 

� From the sum of 30 and 21 to the number 43. 

� From the box with number 90 till the box containing 50. 

� From the largest 2 digit number till the box containing the first even number. 

� From the even number just before 47 till the add number just after 10. 

 Draw ladders from the following boxes. 

� From the box containing the place value of 8 in 88 to the box with number 94. 



� From the largest 1 digit number till the number between 44 and 46.

� From the number between 68 and 70 till the even n

� From the number after 20 till the number after 79

 

Q. 4. Make a cut-out of Giraffe by arranging a

 

Q.5. How many ways can you make 158?
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          � Number word for 158                                                                

       

 

          � Number on abacus     

       

 

till the number between 44 and 46. 

etween 68 and 70 till the even number after 87. 

e number after 20 till the number after 79 

out of Giraffe by arranging according to the ordinal numbers.  

 

?   

                                        � Write the expanded form 

                                                                 Hundred  +                  tens  +                   

                                                                                +                       +         

                                                                                                              � Write the standard form 

                                                                                                                            

                                                                               � Place value chart  
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 Q.6.         Dodge Table 

Q.7.  Who do we call Father of our NationWho do we call Father of our Nation? Use the decoder to match the sums to the letters

   

? Use the decoder to match the sums to the letters. 

 



Q.8. Colour the numbers with: 

3 in the hundreds place- blue 

9 in the tens place-green 

5 in the ones place-yellow 

7 in the hundred place-orange 

 

Q.9. Fill the table 

 

 



Q. 10. READING, WRITING & COMPARING 3 DIGIT NUMBERS SHEET 2 

 
 

Q. 11. SKIP COUNTING 

 



• Revise whole syllabus accomplished in the month of April and May 

• Learn table of 2 to 5 

• Practice addition  


